Small Town Texas Fair
FAMILY DAY
Saturday, May 15 10 a.m. – 2 p.m.

Family Day activities are included in regular admission:
$8 for adults (12-64); $7 for seniors (65+); $6 for children (3-11); free with membership, UTSA or Alamo Colleges identification. Museum open 9 a.m. - 5 p.m.

Step back to a simple time and experience a small town Texas fair. Bring a blanket and picnic lunch to the Back 40, the institute’s outdoor living history area, and enjoy the family friendly activities, live music and snacks.

The Institute of Texan Cultures hosts Small Town Texas Fair, in conjunction with President Ricardo Romo’s Small Town Texas exhibit and Beeville: My Small Town, a student show of artwork and photos.

SCHEDULE OF EVENTS
10 - 10:45 a.m. - Beeville students’ exhibit opening and viewing
11 - 11:30 a.m. - President Ricardo Romo welcomes the guests followed by award ceremony
12 - 2 p.m.
   Live music: Philo Beddoe, ‘80s rock and new wave with a modern edge
   Snacks include: Kielbasa wraps and popcorn
   Family activities: Potato sack race, milk bottle toss, a fish pond, apple bobbing
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